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INTRODUCTION 
Let A be a central simple algebra over a field F and suppose 
is a full matrix algebra. In [3] we initiated a study of certain functions from 
A”-’ to itself which are a generalization of involutions. In this paper we 
continue the study of such functions, which we dignify by naming-skew 
cyclic transformations. In the first section we derive numerous properties of 
these transformations and related objects and divide the transformations into 
“types,” which we can classify. In the second section the case where A is 
itself a full matrix algebra is considered. A generalization of non-degenerate 
bilinear forms is introduced and is used to construct skew cyclic transfor- 
mations in the same way that involutions are constructed from non- 
degenerate bilinear forms. This method, in conjunction with a result due to 
Tamagawa presented at the end of the section, extends considerably the 
number of cases in which conjectures I and II of [ 3 ] are known to be true. In 
the last section we indicate a connection between skew cyclic transfor- 
mations and the structure of central simple algebras, specifically the question 
of cyclicity of division algebras of prime degree. 
We first establish some notation and terminology. Let A be a central 
simple F-algebra, where F is a field. Assume 
n 
A” =A@-..@A 
(--- F F 
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is isomorphic to End,( w> for some F-vector space W. The symmetric group 
S, acts on A” as a group of F-algebra automorphisms in the obvious way. A 
non-singular linear transformation t: A ‘-’ + A”- i is called a skew cyclic 
transformation if it satisfies the following three conditions: 
(1) If ?A -+A”-’ is defined by 
then f(A) c (An-‘)sn+‘, the elements of A”-’ fixed under the action of S,-, , 
and f((ab) = f((b) f((a) for all a, b E A. 
(2) r has period n. 
(3) r(x@ y)=F(y)(l @x) for all xEA”-’ and yEA. 
We have shown the existence of such a transformation is equivalent (under 
the assumption that char F= 0 or char F > n) to the existence of an idem- 
potent e in (A”)‘” satisfying the following two conditions (Theorem 2.1 of 
[31): 
(1) e(A”-i @ 1) = eA”. 
(2) The canonical map A”-’ @ 1 -+ e(A”-‘@ 1) is injective. 
Given such an idempotent a skew cyclic transformation t is defined by 
e(1 @x)=e(r(x)@ 1) for xEA”-‘. An idempotent satisfying the two 
conditions and this last formula is called an associated idempotent for r. 
Remark. Because of the methods of Section 2 it has been convenient to 
change sides in the notation of [3]. That is, in this paper our modules are 
right modules instead of left modules and the second requirement for a skew 
cyclic transformation has been appropriately altered. The proofs of the 
altered statements are, of course, the same. 
The connection between the skew cyclic transformations and the 
associated idempotents is made more clear by the following sequence of 
maps. The algebra A” is a right A”-module under right multiplication. Given 
a skew cyclic transformation r on A”-‘, we can impose a right A”-module 
structure on A”-’ via y(x@ a) = F(u)yx for all a EA, and x, yE A”-‘. 
Then A”-’ is a cyclic A”-module with generator 1, and there is a right A”- 
module homomorphism pu,: A” + A”-’ given by ,u,(x @ y) = F(y) x for 
x E A”-’ and y EA. Note that p,(l @ z) = r(z) for z E A”-‘. We obtain an 
exact sequence of right An-modules 
where J, is the kernel of pu,, a right ideal in A”. The group S, acts on A”-’ 
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in the following way: S,_, (permutations fixing the last letter) acts on A”-’ 
in the standard way and (1,2,3 ,..., n) acts via the transformation r. (See the 
proof of Theorem 2.1 in [ 31 for more details.) The map pu, is then an S,- 
module homorphism, so J, is S,-stable. If e is an idempotent in (A”)‘“, then e 
is an associated idempotent for t if and only if J, = (1 - e) A ‘. Note that it 
follows that ey = e@,(y) @ 1) for all y E A”. 
We need a little more notation. If S is a subset of A, then 
C,(S)= IaEA I as = sa for all s E S). If a EA, then the element 
1 @ 1 @ ‘. @ a in A @ @ A is denoted i @ a. 
We generally deal with an F-central simple algebra A and an integer n 
such that An z End,( IV) for some F vector space W. In this situation we will 
ulwaJ)s assume that char F = 0 or char F > n and that [A: F] > n2. The first 
assumption will allow us to pass freely between skew cyclic transformations 
and associated idempotents. The second assumption will allow us to view 
F[S,] as a subalgebra of A” in such a way that if u t--+ I,, for (T E S, and 
I, E A” then I,xZ;’ = a(x) for all x E A” (Lemma 1.1 of [3]). Under these 
conditions we will assume a fixed imbedding of F[S,] in A” and will let /I 
denote the image of (1, 2 ,..., n) in A”. 
1. CLASSIFICATION OF SKEW CYCLIC TRANSFORMATIONS 
In this section we derive some properties of skew cyclic transformations 
and discuss the problem of classification for such transformations. 
Throughout we will assume we are given a central simple F-algebra A such 
that A” = End,( I’) for space V and A”-’ admits a skew cyclic transfor- 
mation t with associated idempotent e. The notation is explained in the 
introduction. 
Denote the algebra C,,-,(T(A)) by C,. Since A”-’ is F-central simple, it 
follows that C, is F-central simple and C,@$A)%A”-’ via 
c @ F(u) + @a). Since f(A) E (Anp’)Sn-‘, we see that C, is stable under the 
action of S, _, . 
LEMMA 1.1. If x E C,,(e) and y E A”, then 
P,(XY> = P,(X)‘%(Y). 
Proof. We have e@,(xy) @ 1) = e(xy) = x(ey) = x(e@,(y) @ 1)) = 
ex@,(y) @ 1) = e@,(x)pu,(y) @ 1). Since A”-’ @ l+ e(A”-’ @ 1) is 
injective, the lemma is proved. 1 
Note that it follows that ~,lc~~(~) is an F-algebra homomorphism into 
A”-‘. 
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LEMMA 1.2. (1) k(C&)) = cl&A “4 = C,. 
(2) P*L”e is an F-algebra isomorphism of eA”e onto C, . 
Proof: We first show p,(C,.(e)) c C,. Let a E A, x E C,,(e). Then 
by Lemma 1.1, pJx(i @ a)) = p,(x) f(a). But &(x(i @ a)) =p,(x) 
(i @ a) = Y(a)p,(x). Hence p,(x) E C,. Now C,,(e) = eA”e + (1 - e) 
A”( 1 - e) and p,(( 1 - e) A”( 1 - e)) = 0, so &(C,,(e)) = p,(eA”e). But it is 
straightforward to show [C,: F] = [eA”e: F]. Since eA”e is simple, we 
conclude ,u’, is an isomorphism of eA”e onto C,. 1 
It follows that C, z eA”e r End,(eV), where the second isomorphism is 
the canonical one. 
LEMMA 1.3. Zf r E C, and x E A”, then r x = rp(x). 
Proof: By Lemma 1.2, there is an element y in C,,(e) such that 
P,(Y) = r. Then r.x=,uu,(y).x=,uu,(yx). By Lemma 1.1, P&X)= 
P,(Y) cr,(x) = w*(x)* 1 
LEMMA 1.4. Zf r E C,, then f(r) =,a,@) rp,@)-‘. In particular t(C,) = C, 
and tic, is an F-algebra homomorphism. 
Proof. By Lemma 1.2, we have pu,(J?) E C,. Now p,(/.?) t”-‘(r) = 
,u,@>. (7”-‘(r) 0 1) = cl,Gc(7”-‘(r) 0 1)) = cl,(V 0 f-‘(W) = 
,D,( 1 @ r”-‘(r)) . /I = Y(r) . p = r /I = rp,@), where the last equality follows 
from Lemma 1.3. Hence r”-‘(r) =,u,t’J?-’ rp,@) for all r E C,. The lemma 
follows. I 
LEMMA 1.5. Zf x E A”-’ and r E C,, then r(rx) = r(r) r(x). 
Proof: We have r(rx) = ,uu,( 1 @ rx) = ~~(1 @ r) (1 @ x) = 
r(r) (1 @ x). Since r(r) E C, by the previous lemma, we can apply 
Lemma 3 and obtain r(r) (1 @ x) = r(r),uJ 1 @ x) = r(r) r(x). i 
These results clarify the action of r on A”-‘. We have A”-’ z C, @ F(A). 
The action of r on C, is via conjugation by ,u,@ and the action of 7 on f(A) 
is just r(F(a)) = a @ i. Finally Lemma 1.5 shows how these actions 
combine. 
The following result is basic in understanding the relation between skew 
cyclic transformations. 
THEOREM 1.6. Let 7, y: A”-’ -+ A”-’ be skew cyclic transformations. 
There is an invertible element c in C, such that 
(1) t(x) = cx; 
(2) T(a) = x-?(a) x for all a E A. 
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Proof: We have A”-’ z $4) @ C, 2 &4) @ C,. Since f(A) and jr(A) 
are contained in (,4”-‘)sn-‘, it follows that (A n-l)Sn-’ N f(A) @ Csne’ 1 
Y(A) @ cy. The restriction on the characteristic guarantees that 
(A”-1)s”~I, ,;,-I and CT”-I are semi-simple. By applying the NoetherSkolem 
theorem to each simple component of (A”-l)s”m’, it follows that the 
isomorphism y o 7~' of 7((A) onto &4) can be extended to a inner 
automorphism of (A”; ‘)Snml. Let x E (A n-l)Sn-’ be an invertible element that 
realizes this automorphism. Then Aa) = x-If(u) x for all a E A. 
Let e be an associated idempotent for r. If a E A, then e(x @ l)(i @ a) = 
e(i @ a)+ @ 1) = e(f(u)x @ 1) = e(x@ ~)(x-~~((Q)x @ 1) = e(x @ 1) 
(jr(u) @ 1). Hence e(x @ l)(i @ a - ?((a) @J 1) = 0 for all a EA. Since the 
elements i @ a - jr(u) @ 1, for a E A, generate J, as a right ideal of A”, we 
infer e(x @ 1) J, = 0. Since e E (A”)“’ and _Jy is stable under S,, we 
conclude e( 1 @ x) J, = 0. Hence e( 1 @ x)( 1 @ a) = e( 1 @ x)(jj(u) @ 1) 
for all uEA. But e( 1 @ x)(i @ a) = e(f(u) z(x) @ 1) and 
41 0 x)(7@> 0 1) = 47(x) 7(u) 0 1). Thus f(u)r(x)= r(x) j@)= 
r(x) x-‘f(u) x for all a E A. Hence 7(x) x-l E C,. Letting r(x) x-’ = c, we 
have t(x) = cx. We are left with showing c is invertible. By Lemma 1.5, we 
have r*(x) = r(cx) = t(c) r(x) = r(c) cx. Repeating this we eventually get x = 
t"(x)=7"-'(c)t"-*(c)... r(c)cx. Hence t"-'(c)r"-*(c)... r(c)c= 1, so c is 
invertible. 1 
If y and 7 are skew cyclic transformations and x is an invertible element in 
(A”-l)Sn-* such that r(x) = cx for some c E C, and ?((a) = x-?(u) x for all 
a E A, then we will simply write y = x-*7x. Note that the last part of the 
proof of Theorem 1.6 shows that r”-‘(c) r"-*(c) ... r(c)c= 1, so in 
particular c must be invertible. 
There is a converse to Theorem 1.6. 
THEOREM 1.7. Let 5: A”-’ -+ A”-’ be a skew cyclic transformation. 
Suppose x is an invertible element in (A”-‘)‘“-’ such that 7(x) = cx for some 
c E C,. Then the map y: A”-‘+A”-’ defined by y(z)=x-'CC'I is a 
skew cyclic transformation and y = x- '7x. 
Proof: The remarks before the statement show that c is invertible, so the 
definition of y makes sense. Using this definition and Lemma 1.5 it follows 
that yk(z) = x-‘(rk-l(c) r”-‘(c) ..’ r(c) c)-‘t”(xz). In particular y”(z) = 
x-'(rnp'(c) ..' r(c)c)-' xz = Z. Also, if u E A, y(a)= X-'c- ‘r(x(i@ a))= 
x-‘~-‘~((a) 7(x) = x-‘f(u)x. From these two facts the requirements for a 
skew cyclic transformation follow routinely. 1 
We now want to associate to each skew cyclic transformation on A”-’ a 
representation of S,. For the following discussion we will assume 
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7:A”-l--,A”-l IS a fixed skew cyclic transformation with associated idem- 
potent e and examine the set of skew cyclic transformations in relation to r. 
LEMMA 1.8. Let y be a skew cyclic transformation on A”- ‘, with 
y=x-'7x and 7(x)= cx, c E C, . Then ,a,(@ = x- ‘c- ‘,a&?) x. 
Proof. We showed in the proof of Theorem 1.6 that e(x @ l)J, = 0. 
Since p-’ -@?-’ @ 1 E J,, we infer e(x @ l)p’ = e(xjQ)’ @ 1). 
But e(x@ l)p-‘=e(jP’(l @x))=p-‘e(r(x)@ l)=e@,(4)-‘7(x)@ 1). 
The desired result follows. 1 
Under the conditions of this lemma, we have X,IJ,(CJ) xx’ E C, for all 
o E S,. There is then an F-algebra homomorphism 4: F[S,] -+ C, given by 
d(a) = xp,(a) x-‘. Note that @) = c-‘&3). Recall that C, = End,(eV). 
Hence the map d provides a representation of S, on eV. We will call this the 
representation determined by y and will call the equivalence class of this 
representation the type of y. Note that $]F,s,-,l =,u&,~~-,,, so the represen- 
tation of S,- I on eV is the same for all skew cyclic transformations. 
THEOREM 1.9. Two skew cyclic transformations y, and y2 on A”-’ have 
the same type if and only if y2 = x- ’ y, x, where y,(x) = x. 
Proof. Let yi = x; '7xi with 7(xi) = cixi, for i = 1,2. Let #i: F[S,] + C, 
be the representation determined by yi. Since #r = & on F[S,-,], we see that 
4, is equivalent to dZ if and only if there is an invertible element r in (C,)“+’ 
such that r-‘#,v) r = #Z(p). But we have seen that @#) = c;‘&(j?). We 
infer that 4, is equivalent to d2 if and only if r-‘c;‘,u,(j3) r = c;‘~,@), with r 
as above. 
Assume yZ=xP’y,x and 7,(x)=x. Then x;‘F(a)x,=x-‘xx;‘F(a)x,x, 
so x,xx;‘E C,. Let x,xx;‘= r. By Theorem 1.7, if z E A”-’ then y*(z) = 
xplyl(xz). Hence ~;'~;'~(x,z)=~~(z)=x-~~~(xz)=x-~x~'c;'~(x~x~), 
where the last equality is again from Theorem 1.7. Since x1x = rxZ, we have 
x- lx; ‘c; '7(x1 xz) = (c, x, x)-r 7(r) 7(xzz). Comparing the ends of this string 
of equalities, we infer cZ x2 = r(r)- ’ c, x, x. Hence c2xZ = z(r)-’ c, rx2, so r = 
c;‘r(r) c2. Since r(r) =p,(J3) rp,@)-’ by Lemma 1.4, it follows that 
r- ‘c; ‘,u,@) r = c; ‘pJ3) as desired. 
For the converse, assume yr and y2 have the same type. By the discussion 
at the beginning of the proof, there is an invertible element r in (C,)“‘-’ such 
that r-‘c;‘,a#) r = c;‘~,@?). Then $J2(a) =x;%(a) x, = x;‘r-‘f(a) rx2 = 
x;‘r-‘x,jj,(a)x;‘rx, for all aEA. Now x;‘rx2 E (A”-‘)‘“-’ and a 
calculation similar to that above shows y,(x; ‘rxJ = x;‘rx,, so we are 
done. 1 
To summarize, we have associated to each skew cyclic transformation on 
A”-’ a representation of S, on eV. Each such representation of S,-, . There 
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is a one-to-one correspondence .between types of skew cyclic transformations 
and a subset of the set of equivalence classes of such representations. 
Moreover two skew cyclic transformations yi and yz have the same type if 
and only if y2 = X-‘yix where y,(x) = X. 
We can be more precise about the representation of S,_ , on eV. We have 
C, z End,.(eV) and A”-’ z C, @ r(A). Since $4) G (A”- I)“’ ‘, we conclude 
that if eV = U, @ ... @ U, is the decomposition of eV into irreducible S,- ,- 
modules, then the decomposition of V is mU, @ ... @ mu,, where 
m 
“Ui== Ui@ ... @ ui and [A:F]=m*. 
This uniquely determines the S,L ,-module structure of eV. The classification 
of skew cyclic transformations entails then knowing how many different 
ways this fixed S,-,-module structure can be extended to an S,-module 
structure. 
The case n = 3 will be discussed in the next section. In the case n = 2, the 
results reduce to well known facts. In that case a skew cyclic transformation 
r is, of course, an involution. The algebra C, is just F and p,(p) = f 1. If y is 
another involution then from Theorem 1.6 there is an invertible element x in 
A such that y = x-irx and r(x) = cx, c E F. From Lemma 1.8 it follows that 
c = f 1 and that at most two types of involutions occur, corresponding to the 
two possible representations of S, on a one-dimensional space. Even here, 
though, it is well known that not all possible classes of representations need 
occur as types. In fact both types occur if and only if [A: F] is even. 
2. THE SPLIT CASE 
In this section we will be interested predominantly in the split case, that is, 
where A = End,(W) for some F-vector space W, although an application of 
the results to more general central simple algebras will be given at the end. 
Our starting point will be a different approach, to skew cyclic transfor- 
mations, analogous to the route to involutions through bilinear forms. 
Let W be an F-vector space of dimension m. Choose an integer n, n < m. 
We are interested in certain subspaces of ( Wn)* = (W @ . @ v*, that is 
in certain spaces of n-linear forms. The group S, acts on (wll)* and we 
prefer to write this action on the right, so (f c)(x) = f(a(x)) for all 
f E wT** (T E S, and x E w”. For each f E (w”)*, we will let #Y denote 
the corresponding element of Hom,(W”-‘, w*) under the usual map. Thus 
(#&Y))(V) = f(x @ y) for all x E IP- ’ and y E W. 
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DEFINITION. A subspace V of (FV’)* will be called non-degenerate if it 
satisfies the following three conditions. 
(1) [v:P] =m”-* 
(2) V is stable under the action of S,. 
(3) fl,&er 4,) = 0. 
Of course for a given m and n it is not clear that such subspaces exist. We 
will discuss that question later. If n = 2, then [V: F] = 1 and V is non- 
degenerate if and only if it is generated by a symmetric or alternating non- 
degenerate bilinear form. We proceed to show why such subspaces are 
interesting in general. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let V be a non-degenerate subspace of (W”)*, where 
[ W: F] > n. If B E End,(W), there is a unique element B in End,(?V-‘) 
such that f (x @ B(y)) = f (B(x) @ y) for all f E V, x E IV”-‘, and 
yE w. 
Proof: Let f,, f2,..., f, be a basis of V (so r = mn-*). Let di = dh. Using 
conditions (3) on V, an easy downward induction on j shows that 
[n{=, (Ker d,.): F] = m”- ’ - jm. In particular each $i is onto and, for each i, 
Ker tii + nisi Ker #j = W’-‘. Using the analogue for vector spaces of the 
Chinese Remainder Theorem, we conclude that the canonical map 
W’- ’ -P @f= r W”- ‘/(Ker 4,) is an isomorphism. 
Now let B E End,(W) and let x E V-i. For each i, since di is onto, the 
functional z -+ fi(x @ B(z)), for z E W, is the image under pi of some Xi in 
IV-‘. That is, A(x @ B(z)) = A(xi @I z) f or all z E W. In other words we 
can solve the problem for each fi. By the isomorphism given above there is a 
unique element y in B”-’ such that y-xi E Ker pi for each i. Then 
y E Xi + Ker (i, SO ft(U O Z) = fi(x, O Z) = fXx O B(z))* Letting 
B(x) = y, we have the desired element of End,( V-i). 1 
Let A = End,(W). Under the conditions of the theorem if 
B E A, then 
5: ‘;l::-‘onB,- L)(x, 
f(x, @ B,x, @ B,x, @ ... @ B,x,) = f (g,(l @ 
... ox,-i)@x,). Hence given B E A”-’ there is a 
unique element s(B) in A”-’ such that f (x, @ B(xZ @ ... @ x,)) = 
f(t(B)(x, @x2 @ ... @ x,- ,) @ x,) for all f E V and xi E W. 
THEOREM 2.3. Under the conditions of Theorem 2.2, the map 
T:A”-‘+A”-’ is a skew cyclic transformation. 
Proof. We proceed somewhat indirectly. Let U = {w E w” (f(w) = 0 for 
all f E V}. Then U is an S,-submodule of W”. By the semi-simplicity of 
F[S,] we can find an S,-submodule U’ of W” such that W” = U @ U’. Let 
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e E A” be the idempotent such that e(U) = 0 and e(w) = w  for all w  E U’. 
Clearly e E (A”)‘“. We assert that e is an associated idempotent (See 
Introduction): First, note that if x E W” and f E V, then f(x) = f(ex). Also, 
if f(x) = 0 for all f E V, then ex= 0. If B,, B, ,..., B, EA, then 
f(B,x, @ B,x, @ ... 0 B,x,) = f(f(B,,)(B1@ ... @ B,-,)(x, @ ... 
@ x,- ,) @ x,) for all xi E W and all f E V. We conclude that given 
B E A”, there is an element C in A”-’ such that f(Bx) = f((C @ 1) x) for 
all x E W,. By condition (3) on V, this element C is uniquely determined. By 
the remarks above it follows that eB = e(C @ 1) and again C is uniquely 
determined by B. The two conditions for an associated idempotent are thus 
satisfied. This proves the assertion. 
It follows then from Theorem 2.1 of [3] that e is an associated idempotent 
for the skew cyclic transformation given by e(1 @ B) = e(s(B) @ 1), for 
B E A”-‘. But clearly s(B) = r(B), so r is a skew cyclic transformation. 1 
Note that in the notation of the theorem we have f(B(x)) = 
f(@,(B) @ l)(x)) for all f E V, B E A”, and x E W”. 
We now want to show that the procedure above gives all possible skew 
cyclic transformations. Let A = End,(W) as before and let 7: A”-’ +A”-’ be 
a skew cyclic transformation. Let e be an associated idempotent for r. Let 
V= (f E (IV)* ] f((1 - e) IV) = O}. It is routine to verify that V is a non- 
degenerate subspace of (IV’)* with corresponding (via the procedure 
described above) skew cyclic transformation r. Thus we have a one to one 
correspondence between skew cyclic transformations on A”- ’ and non- 
degenerate subspaces of (JV’)*. 
Again with t given, we have C, z End,(e W”) g End,(V)O, where the first 
isomorphism is from Lemma 1.2 and the second is canonical. The composite 
isomorphism C, + End,(v is given by c + (f + f (c @ l)>“. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let V,, VZ be non-degenerate subspaces of (W”)*. Then 
V, z V, as S,- ,-modules. If ri is the skew cyclic transformation 
corresponding to Vi, then 5, and q have the same type ifand only if V, g V, 
as S,-modules. 
Proof. We first show that if rz = x-‘r,x, where x E (A” ‘)snm’, 
r,(x) = cx and c E C,, then Vl(x @ 1) = V,: The description of the one to 
one correspondence between non-degenerate subspaces of W” and skew 
cyclic transformations on A”-’ shows that if U is a non-degenerate subspace 
of w” with skew cyclic transformation y, then U= 
{f E (IV’)* ] f (z @ B(y)) = f (y(B)(z) @ y) for all z E IV-‘, y E W, and 
B E A}. Since x is invertible and [V,: F] = [V,: F], it suffices then to show 
Cf. 60 l))(z 0 B(Y)) = Cf. (~0 l))MB)(z) 0 Y) for all fE VI9 
z E w”-‘, BE A and y E W. This is easily checked. Since x E (AR-l)Sn-‘, 
we have the first statement of the theorem. If r, and r2 have the same type, 
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we may assume c = 1, and it is then routine to check that the map V, -+ V, 
given by f -+ f(x @ 1) is an S,-module homomorphism. Hence V, 2: V, as 
S,-modules. 
If V, N VZ as S,-modules, then there is an invertible element g in (A”)‘” 
such that V,g= V,. But Vi. g= I’,. Q,,(g)@ 1). Since gE (A”)‘“, we 
have pu,,( g) E (A”)‘“-I and r,@,,(g)) =p,,(g). We need only show then that 
,u,,(g) is invertible. But if L E IV+’ and p,,(g)(z) = 0, then (f &,,(g) @ 
l)>(zO v>=o f or all yE W, fE V,. Since V,. Qq,(g)@ l)= V,, we 
conclude z = 0. 1 
Using the isomorphisms given before the statement of this theorem, it is 
clear that the S,_,- module structure on a non-degenerate subspace of (IV”)* 
is that described in the remarks following Theorem 1.9. 
The next two results shows that there are many examples of non- 
degenerate subspaces. Let [ W: E;] = n. Let w, , w, ,..., w, be a basis of W and 
let 4: W+ W be the permutation transformation given by d(wi) = wi+ 1, 
1 < i < n - 1 and d(w,) = wi. For each k, 0 <k < n, we define a subspace 
Vk of (Wn)* as follows: V, = {f E (Wn)* 1 f(wi,@ ... win) = 0 if 
i, + + i,f k (mod n) and f(wi, @ . @ w,,) = f(#(w,.,) @ ‘. . @ #(wi,)) 
for all (il ,..., i,)}. 
THEOREM 2.5. For each k, 0 < k < n, V, is a non-degenerate subspace of 
w-Y** 
ProoJ An easy computation shows [V: F] = nne2 and V is clearly S,- 
stable. Let 
x= c a(il....,i,-Owik 0 “’ 0 wi,+l 
(il.....i.-1) 
be an element of I+‘+‘. Suppose f(x @ y) = 0 for all f E V, y E W. 
Assume Qtil ,..., j,+,j # 0. Choose s such that 0 < s < n and 
j, + I + j, _, + s = k mod n. Consider the functional g on IV” such that 
g(4'(wj,) 0 4'twj*> 0 ” 0 4'(wj,-,) 0 V(ws)) = l 
for r = 0, l,..., n - 1 and such that g vanishes on all other basis elements. 
Then gE VandO= g(x@w,)=ao ,,..., j,-,J. 1 
It can be shown that V, N Vnpi as an S,-module. In the case n = 3, the S,- 
modules V, and V, are not isomorphic. Hence these two spaces lead to skew 
cyclic transformations of different types on End,(IV)’ z M,(F). From the 
general theory, or by direct computation, the S,-structure on any non- 
degenerate subspace V of ( W3)* is V = Fu, @ Fv, @ Fv3 where, if S, = (a), 
then a(ui) = u,, a(vJ = u,, and a(u3) = -u3. There are clearly two ways of 
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imposing an S,-module structure on a space with this S,-module structure. 
We infer that both possible types of skew cyclic transformations exist in this 
example. 
We now proceed to generalize the construction above. Let U, , U2,..., U, be 
non-degenerate subspaces of (IV)*. We want to view the vector space 
((IV’)“)* in the following way: 
((w”)“)* z (W,, @ “’ @ w,/J* @ (W,, @ “’ @ w*,>* @ “’ 
0 (W/l, 0 “’ 0 Wnk)*Y 
where each Wi,i= W and the isomorphism is the canonical one. Consider 
U = U, @ @ 17, as a subspace of (( Wk)“))* by viewing Ui as a subspace 
of ( w,i @ WZi @ ” @ w,,)* in the obvious way. Let Y= wk. 
THEOREM 2.6. The subspace U is non-degenerate in (Yn)*. 
Proof: We proceed by induction on k. If k = 1, there is nothing to prove. 
Assume k > 1. It is easy to check that [U: F] is correct. If 
f,@..‘@f,EU, and oES,, then (fiO...Ofk)a=f,aO...Ofko, 
so U is an S,-submodule of (Y”)*. Now let x E Y+’ and assume 
f(x @ y) = 0 for all f E U and y E Y. Let x, , x2 ,..., x, be a basis of IV’- ‘. 
If we identify W’- ’ with 
we can write 
x= lx a(il,i2,...,ik) xi, @ “’ xi,,. 
(it,....ik) 
I<ij<r 
Now let f,, fi ,..., f, be a basis of U,. Let pi = tifi. We have shown in the 
proof of Theorem 2.2 that IV’-’ z @F=, IV’-‘/(Ker @i). Taking duals, we 
infer that if g E (IV-‘)*, then there are y, ,..., y, in W such that g(z) = 
f,(z @ yl) + ‘.. + f,(z @ y,) for all z E IV-‘. 
Choose a k-tuple (j ,,..., j,), 1 < ji < s. Letting {XT) be the dual basis to 
ixi)v we can find y, ,..., y, E W such that x:(z) = f,(z @ yl) + .” 
+f,(z@y,)forallzEFV’-‘.Let gEU,@...@U,.Thenforeachi,we 
have f, @ g(x @ ( yi @ z)) = 0 for all z E I?‘. Summing these up over i, 
we conclude 0 = xi J @ g(x @ ( yi @ z)) = g(u @ z), where u = 
C(iz ,..., ir) aul,iz ,..., ix)xiz 0 “. 0 Xik. Since g E uz O ... O uk and 
z E IV’-’ are arbitrary we infer by induction that u = 0. In particular 
atil,i2....,jk) = 0 and we are done. 1 
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COROLLARY 2.7. Let B = End,(V), where V is an F-vector space of 
dimension mk for some m and k. Then Bm-’ admits a skew cyclic transfor- 
mation. 
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Theorems 2.5, 2.6 and 
2.3. I 
The following result shows how to pass from matrix algebras to central 
simple algebras. The proof of this result was communicated to me by T. 
Tamagawa. 
THEOREM 2.8. Let A be an F-central simple algebra such that A” is a full 
matrix algebra. Suppose for some extension P of F we have that 
(A @,F)‘-’ admits a skew cyclic transformation 5. Then A”-’ admits a 
skew cyclic transformation y such that s and y @ 1 have the same type. 
Proof. Let d = A 0, E Let e E (p)‘, be an associated idempotent for r. 
Using our restriction on the characteristic of F, F[S,] is semi-simple. Also 
the irreducible F-representations of S, are absolutely irreducible. Hence there 
is an idempotent f E (A”)‘” such that f @ 1 = g-leg for some 
g E G = {invertible elts. in (p)Sn}. Let T = {a E p 1 the map p- I @ 1 -+ 
a@-’ @ 1) is injective}, a Zariski open subset of (x))“. Let Y = 
{h(fOl)h-‘IhEG}.ThenTnY3e.WeconcludethatTnYisZariski 
dense in Y. Let Z= {s(f @ l)s-’ 1 s is an invertible element in (An)S”}. 
Since the set of invertible elements in (A”)Sn is dense in G, we conclude that 
Z is dense in Y. Thus Z n T is non-empty. Let 1 E Z n T. It is routine to 
check that 1 is an associated idempotent (see Introduction). Let y be the 
corresponding skew cyclic transformation. By the definition of 1, there is an 
element h in G such that I @ 1 = h- ‘eh. It follows that y @ 1 = 
p,(h)-’ y,(h) and since d&h)) = pu,(h), we infer that r and y @ 1 have the 
same type. I 
COROLLARY 2.9. Let A be an F-central simple algebra with A” a full 
matrix algebra. Suppose [A: F] = m2k for some k. Then Am-’ admits a skew 
cyclic transformation. 
Proof: Let F be an algebraic closure of F. Let x= A OF i? Then 
x = End,(V), where V is an F-vector space of dimension mk. By 
Corollary 2.7, x”-’ admits a skew cyclic transformation. By the theorem, so 
does A”-‘. 1 
COROLLARY 2.10. Let D be an F-central division algebra of prime 
exponent p. Then Dp-’ admits a skew cyclic transformation. 
Proof. Under the conditions, we know [D: F] is a power of p. Hence the 
previous corollary applies. I 
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3. APPLICATION 
In this last section we indicate a connection between skew cyclic transfor- 
mations and the internal structure of a division algebra. It turns out that the 
“distribution” of the skew cyclic transformations is of basic importance for 
the algebra. 
An example is instructive. Assume F is a field containing W, a primitive 
cube root of 1. Let D be an F-central division algebra of degree 3. Then D is 
generated as an F-algebra by two elements x and y subject to the conditions: 
x3 = a E F, y3=pEF and xy = wyx. 
Consider the map 5 D + D @ D given by the following recipe: f(x) = 
a(~-’ @x-i), f(y) =/I(y-’ @ y-‘) and this is extended to all of D in the 
only way allowing f to be an anti-homomorphism. If this map is extended to 
a map r: D @ D + D @ D defined by r(a @ 6) = Z-((b)( 1 @ a) then r is a 
skew cyclic transformation. 
The algebra C, is a cyclic algebra generated by x2 @ x and y* @ y and is 
isomorphic to M,(F). It is easy to check that r(y @ y) = 
/?(y-’ @ y-‘)( y @ y). Since y @ y E (D*)” and B(y-* @ y-l) E C,, we 
conclude from the theory that y = (y-’ @ y-i) r( y @ y) is another skew 
cyclic transformation. The maps r and y represent the two different possible 
types of skew cyclic transformations for D*. In particular r # y. Since 
qY)=P(Y-’ 0 y-‘), 
we see that 
so 
T(D) = T(D). 
A similar construction can be done when F does not necessarily contain a 
primitive third root of unity. By a result of Albert, since D has degree three 
it is cyclic. Let K be a cyclic maximal subfield of D and let Gal(K/F) = (u). 
Let y E D satisfy yky-i = a(k) for all k E K. Then D is the cyclic crossed 
product algebra (K/F, /?) = xfzo KY’, where y’ = p E F”. Let K@, K = 
Cf=o(KOK) i, h e w  ere e, is the minimal idempotent in K 0, K such that 
e,(l @ k) = e,@‘(k) @ 1) for all k E K, 0 < i < 2. Define a map 
ED+D@D by f(kyi)=&p’ej(y-‘0 y-‘)ej(l@o’(k)) for kEK, 
0 ,< i < 2. If i is extended to r: D* + D* by t(a @ b) = F((b)(l @ a) then r is 
a skew cyclic transformation. If F contains a primitive third root of unity, 
this map reduces to the simpler one described above. As in that case it can 
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be shown that the map y = (y-i @ y-‘) r(y @ y) is another skew cyclic 
transformation distinct from t and jr(D) = f(D). 
In this example then there are two distinct skew cyclic transformations y, r 
such that jr(D) = T(D). This is a strong condition on the algebra, as the 
following result shows. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let A be an F-central simple algebra such that A” N 1, 
n > 3. Suppose A”-’ admits two skew cyclic transformations 5 and y such 
that t # y and f(A) = T(A). Then there is an element y E A whose minimal 
polynomial is tk - a for some a E F and some k > 1. 
ProoJ Let y = x-%x, where r(x) = cx, c E C, = C,, x E (A”-‘)‘“-‘. The 
map a-+5-’ o T(a) is an F-algebra automorphism of A, so there exists 
y E A, y invertible, such that 7-l o T(a) = yay-’ for all a EA. Hence T(a) = 
F(y)- ’ f(a) F(y). Since r # y, we have y 4 F. Since y = x-%x, we conclude 
xf(y)-’ E c,. Let xi(y)-’ = r. Then f(y) = r-*x, so y @i = r(r-‘x) = 
r(r)-’ cx = t(r)-’ crf( y). Applying the permutation (1, n - 1) to both sides 
we arrive at s(i @ y) = 4 y) for some s E C,. Since y 6Z F, and 
F(y) E (An-l)snm’, we conclude s # 1. Now let f(t) = tk + ak-,tk-’ + ..’ + 
a,t + a0 E F[t] be the minimal polynomial of y over F. Then 0 = f(f(y)) = 
Sk(i@ Y)~+ ak-lsk-l(i@ Y)~-’ + ... +a,. = -sk(akwl(i@ Y)~-’ + ... 
+ a,) + ak-,sk-l(i@ Y)~-’ + .‘. + a,,. We have A”-‘= C, @ f(A). Thus 
viewing the above equation as a polynomial in y with coefftcients in C,, and 
using the fact that 1, y, y* ,..., yk-’ are F-independent, we conclude that all 
coefficients must be zero. In particular -ska,, + a0 = 0. Since y is invertible, 
we have a,, # 0. Hence sk = 1. 
Returning to the equation f(y) = s(i @ y), we obtain s = 
f(y)(i@ y-l)= r(i@ y-’ @ y). Hence (y-’ @ y)“= 1, so y-k @ yk= 
1. It follows that yk E F, and we are done. 1 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let D be an F-central division algebra of degree p, p a 
prime. If W-I admits distinct skew cyclic transformations y and 5 such that 
p(D) = F(D), then D is cyclic. 
Proof: By the theorem there is an element y in D, y 4 F, whose minimal 
polynomial is tk - a for some a E F. It follows that p = k and thus that D is 
cyclic by [2, p. 1771. 1 
Constructions similar to those given for the example at the beginning of 
this section show that if D is a cyclic F-central division algebra of degree p, 
then LY-’ admits distinct skew cyclic transformations y and r such that 
y(D) = Z(D), so the conditions of the corollary are necessary for D to be 
cyclic. 
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